ROMAN TEMPLE ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Roman temples are the most common symbol of Roman architecture. These were the buildings to
worship gods in the Roman religion. Greek architecture were very influencial to the latter Roman
architecture and it is not easy for beginners to identify if a temple is Greek or Roman. European
neoclassical architecture is mainly derived from classical Greek and Roman architecture, so you can see
many buildings from much later ages such as 18th century that has the same features of our model.
We used Ionic order at this temple which you will see the details below. Greek and Roman temples
generally have even number of columns at the front side to allow worshippers see the main gate of the
building. But as this is your own temple, we will give you more columns, so you can build a 5 column
version or another number if you wish to build your own design. Good luck!
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Step 1: Assemble the inner chamber (cella in Latin) of the temple described as below. You will use below
cubic and rectangular pieces to build your cella. Make sure that your cella will be build exactly at the
middle of the white colour wooden floor for symmetry of all sides.

Step 2: Continue your masonry work shown as below. You can use your sandpaper to smooth impurities
on the blocks for a better cella room.

Step 3: Glue column bases to the white board that will be used as the floor for our Roman temple. Front
side of Roman and Greek temples generally have 4 or 6 columns (even numbers), but as this is your own
temple we give you extra columns, so you can make front side as 5 columns, too.
Version 1 (4 columns at front side)

Version 2 (5 columns at front side)

Step 4: Glue column pieces together and wait until they dry properly. There may be some impurities on
the column surfaces and these impurities may prevent you to glue column pieces properly. You can use
your sandpaper given inside the box and clean these impurities to allow the column pieces stick onto
each other perfectly. You should glue 3 column piece to create 1 column for this temple shown as
below:

Step 5: Install column capitals (head of the column) described as below. We use Ionic column order at
our temple. Make sure to glue column and capital surfaces properly and make sure to clean impurities
at the top of your column before glue.

Step 6: Install the wooden ceiling onto your cella shown as below.

Step 7:
Install long blocks on the assembled columns as below. These blocks are called as frize in architecture.

For an easier assembly you may glue the friezes to each other as long blocks. Once they dry, you can
move them onto the columns and stick the capital surfaces to friezes shown as below:

Step 8: Assemble the triangular shape front and back forms. We call this part as ‘pediment’. First, stick
and assemble triangular and rectangular blocks together as shown below (tympanum). Then assemble
the long ornamental block onto the tympadum. Finally, install the red color roof parts to its proper place
shown as below. Congratulations!

